
OVERDALE MEDICAL PRACTICE  

PATIENT PARTICIPATION GROUP (PPG)  

 
Minutes of the Committee Meeting 

Held Friday 7th November 2014 at Borrowash 
 

Josta introduced Dr Farrell. He came to the meeting to discuss the possible purchase of a 
heart monitor for the surgery. He explained that most people have times when their heart beat 
seems to change and that these are usually nothing to be concerned about. However they can 
be indicative of atrial fibrillation which is a condition that needs medication, as it increases 
patients' risk of having a stroke. These monitors are loaned to patients to use at the time that 
they feel the palpitations. The monitors are useful for diagnosing patients with atrial 
fibrillation and for reassuring people people who don't have this condition. He thought that 
the equipment and software was about £250.00 each. 

 
Patient Representatives: Josta Gardner (Chairman), Christine Heath (treasurer),  Enid Ruff 
(Secretary),  Keith Wallace, Ruth Wallace,  Martin Fox and Ann Hope. 

 
Practice Representatives: Fiona Bolstridge (Practice Manager and vice chairman), Jenny 
Forrester (Assistant Practice Manager) and Natasha Beardsley (practice nurse) 

 

 
Apologies: Dr Heather Foley and Margaret Gregory 

 

 
1.  Approval of the Minutes 
 
Proposed by Fiona Bolstridge and seconded by Christine Heath. 
 

 2  Matters Arising 

 

Fiona will see Malcolm Gallon (care coordinator) and collect the report he promised Josta on 
the first flu clinic day. (11th October) 
 

Jane Venus (receptionist) will attend meetings interchanging with Jenny Forrester. 

 

Lynn (phlebotomist)  is now doing solo clinics and is proving very competent. She told Enid 
she had had a very good teacher in Lindsay. 

 

Recycled medicines are now being handed in at both surgeries and stored at Breaston. The 
scheme is being advertised on the DVDs at both surgeries and on posters on the notice 
boards. 
 

The complaints procedure is in place and is initially directed by the reception teams. 

 

 3.  Treasurer’s Report. 
  
Balance at Bank.  £947.04 

 
Christine banked £46.30 book money in August and September. 



 

4 Correspondence 
 

Enid referred to NAPP Bulletins for September and October. 
She also thanked Fiona for the emails which she sends to members. 

 

 

5.  Spending Plans 
 
Dr Farrell was very informative and requested that we consider purchasing the heart monitors 
and software with PPG funds. Fiona produced literature from her internet research. It was 
agreed in principal to fund the purchase of these heart monitors. 
Proposed by Martin, seconded by Enid and carried unanimously. We all felt that Dr Farrell's 
input had been invaluable. 

 

 6.  Practice Action Plans 
 

Action Plan note 5 states 

 

• Nurses to state their names on triage. 

 

Dr Foley is going to attend a nurses' meeting and discuss the issue. 

 

7. Patient feedback and areas for change. 

 

Friends' and family tests will start in December. Touch screens in the waiting rooms for 
feedback. 
 
Areas for change are confirmed as 
 
• Telephones 
• Extended hours 
• Care planning for particular groups of patients particularly dementia patients. 
 
 
8 Flu Clinics 

 

A total of 1419 injections over the two mornings. 

 

Suggestions 
 

• External advertising on front window at Borrowash 

• Wheelchair access at Borrowash. The Partners might purchase a portable ramp. 

• Megan Singleton, Derby Carers' co-ordinator, was very helpful at Breaston. 

• Awkward requests from patients that committee members are not authorised to deal 
with – home visits for flu jabs, collection of prescriptions, handing in of samples. 

 

 

 

 

9 Seasonal Raffle 



 

Takings £695.00 
Expenses £49.94 

 

Josta, Enid and Fiona to arrange a date in early December for drawing the raffle. 

 

 

10. Macmillan Coffee Morning 26th September at the Breaston Surgery 
 

Josta thanked  Ruth and Ann for their help on the morning. Ruth suggested more publicity (at 
least two weeks) if we decide to hold a similar event in the future. 
 

 

11. Staffing Matters. 
 

Dr Joshi has started her maternity leave. 

Dr Ghafoor is now full time. 

Dr Farrell is taking an extra clinic. All sessions are now covered. 

 

12.  New CQC Process 
 

Health Watch are organising a card system for patient feedback on services at The Royal 
Derby in readiness for its CQC inspection. 

 

13 Dementia Enhanced Service 
 

Fiona read out a copy of the letter that Dr Bates had sent to NHS England, on behalf of the 
partnership. This stated that we would not sign up to the scheme as we did not feel it was an 
appropriate use of resources and that we would  be reluctant to have our patients consider that 
we may be making financial gain by diagnosing them with this condition. 
 

AOB 
 
Megan Singleton is attending our next meeting. Malcolm Gallon to be invited as well - “a 
joined up care service”. 
 
Natasha is concerned about the ten week waiting list for the treatment of leg ulcers. She 
wants to run a specific clinic for leg ulcers and compression. Fiona will take this request 
further. 
 
Natasha queried why the DVDs were not being shown on the TVs in both surgeries. Fiona 
agreed there had been problems with the DVDs but she now has her own DVD burner and 
both surgeries now have fully operational TVs 
 
 
Date of next meeting – Friday 9th January 2015– 12 noon at the Borrowash surgery. 

 

 

Post meeting minute. Fiona forwarded Malcolm's very thorough summary of the links that 
he has made with a variety of agencies.(Received  07/11/14 at 16.10) 

 



Post meeting minute. Email from Fiona re purchase of two heart monitors and software for 
£536.40 which we have agreed to fund following our meeting today. (Received 07/11/14 at 
17.17). 
 

Josta and Fiona think it will be very useful to have the additional monitor as the equipment 
may be on loan for several days at a time. Josta is also sure that you will all agree that the 
purchase of the heart monitors and software is a very positive way of spending the “raffle 
proceeds”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 


